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iRail: active as a Belgian non-profit since 2010



E.g., http://api.irail.be/stations?format=xml&lang=en
A route planning API

And other calls to:
plan routes, get train information, list arrivals and departures at a specific station



Powering route planning apps or integrations



Now serving more than
 1 million requests/day

More information at https://hello.irail.be 

https://hello.irail.be


Yet… the iRail API

● Only works with SNCB data (unimodal)
● Only works from station to station (not door to door)
● Serves a black-box algorithm
● Doesn’t link with e.g., Blue Bikes, Villo, parking availability, elevators… 

… So we should try to access and offer more data



Schedules Contract API keys Contract
(about to change)

Open License

Real-time Contract API keys API keys
beta-version no

Historic no no no no



Can we find a better way to publish
public transport data?

More accessible, more reusable,
More advances route planning … 



data dump Ask any question

Trade-off in Web publishing we’re constantly making

Cacheability and simplicity to 
power cost-efficiency



time

The algorithm
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$ curl https://graph.irail.be/sncb/connections 

JSON with Linked Data

https://graph.irail.be/sncb/connections


Try it yourself at

http://LinkedConnections.org

http://linkedconnections.org


Intermodality

With  other public transport offerings

Including other Linked Connections sources

Door to door navigation and calculating interstop distances

Link with a road network

Link with other datasets such as parking lots, bike slots, elevators, … 



Route planning needs access 
to plenty of datasets

How can we automate data adoption by third parties?



Pilot real-time availability of urban parking sites as Linked Open Data

https://smart.flanders.be/
piloten/parkeren.html  

https://smart.flanders.be/piloten/parkeren.html
https://smart.flanders.be/piloten/parkeren.html


Why was this pilot important?

Not this simple visualization, but:

● Data reuse is automated
● 100% compatible with DATEXII
● Scalability and minimal publishing cost

Reuse this data yourself via:
https://smart.flanders.be/ontwikkelaars/ 

https://smart.flanders.be/ontwikkelaars/


Summarizing

1. iRail API: more than 1 million requests per day for SNCB only
 ⇒ great playground

2. Route planning ecosystem needs plenty of datasets:
 ⇒ idea of Linked Data and Linked Connections

3. Let’s reuse European standards such as DATEXII, NeTEx, SIRI… 

Thanks!
https://pietercolpaert.be/ 

https://pietercolpaert.be/

